Cyprus Research Paper Scoring Guide- 260 Points

Your research paper must include all of the following:

1. Your introduction must contain a **Lead** and a **Thesis Statement**.
2. Your paper must contain **factual and relevant supporting details** that give the reader information about your selected topic (something in Africa)
3. Your Research Paper must follow the **organizational structure of your 4 Square** (make sure to turn in your 4 Square and Rough Draft), and be presented in a logical sequence.
4. You must use a **formal voice register** (no first person- I, me, my, etc.)
5. You must have smooth **transitions** leading from one paragraph to the next.
6. Your paper must show knowledge of **Appositives** and **Compound Sentences**.
7. Show knowledge of **Proper Nouns**
8. **5 Paragraphs**
9. You must turn in a **Title Page, Final Copy, Works Cited Page, Rough Draft, 4 Square, and 3 Pages of Research Notes (Grid)**
10. Works Cited page is listed **alphabetically** and citations are in the correct format
11. No larger than size **14 font** and use an academically appropriate **font style** (Times New Roman, Ariel, or Comic Sans). **Do not double space** and please **indent** your paragraphs.

The following is the order your paper should be submitted in.

__Title Page
__Typed Final Copy
__Works Cited Page
__Rough Draft
__4 Square
__Research Paper Grid Notes